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Hippopotamus Lyon République 

"Meet The Meat Maven"

This relaxed yet upscale steakhouse is where you should head if you want

to treat yourself to finely grilled, succulent meats. Hippopotamus Lyon

République serves a ton of beef options, 214 to be exact. This is not

counting the amazing array of sides, appetizers and desserts that are also

on the menu. The decor of the restaurant is elegant and modern, with

wooden flooring and contemporary wall accents. The front of the

restaurant makes way for spacious outdoor seating during the summers.

 +33 4 7838 4242  restaurant.hippopotamus.f

r/restaurant/lyon-

republique/124/

 hippo_lyon@groupeflo.fr  48-50 Rue de la Republique,

Lyon

 by moerschy   

Coreen Barbecue 

"Contemporary Flair"

Coreen Barbecue is a stylish restaurant in the heart of Lyon's Les

Cordeliers neighborhood. The restaurant is decorated in contemporary

style and has a trendy vibe. Each table comes equipped with its own

private grill and a thermostat so you can cook the meat exactly the way

you like. The restaurant has a buffet concept and you can accompany your

grilled meat with sides like sushi, salad, and other eats. Neon lights add an

urban edge and adds to the fun ambiance. This is a great place to visit

with friends for a casual evening out.

 +33 4 7842 4188  www.coreenbarbecue.com/  10 Rue Confort, Les Cordeliers, Lyon

 by TheFork 

Franklin's Steakhouse 

"Prime Steaks"

Located in the heart of Lyon's 2nd Arrondissement, in Ainay, Franklin's

Steakhouse is a wonderful American eatery. The restaurant is the place to

go to when you're craving a juicy grilled steak from the best cuts. Prime

USDA from Kansas and Black Angus are grilled to perfection and paired

perfectly with Californian wines. For those who enjoy dry-ages beef, you'll

fine 100-day cured steak on the menu here. The 1950s decor brings a

wave of nostalgia, and creates a typically American feel with its old-school

leather banquettes and vintage photographs. Reserve a table to enjoy

some of the best steak in town at Franklin's.

 +33 4 7837 7121  www.franklinssteakhouse.

com/index.html

 franklinssteakhouse@hotm

ail.com

 41 Rue Franklin, Lyon
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